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ABSTRACT
For real-valued functional data, it is well known that failure to separate amplitude variation from
phase variation may contaminate subsequent statistical analysis and time warping methods to ad-
dress this have been extensively investigated. However, much less is known about the phase variation
problem for object-valued random processes that take values in a general metric space which by
default does not have a linear structure. We introduce here a method to estimate warping functions
by pairwise synchronization. An important starting point is uniform convergence of local Fréchet
regression, which is a key result in its own right that we establish. We show how this result can
be harnessed to obtain consistency and rates of convergence of the proposed warping function esti-
mates. The finite-sample performance of the proposed warping method is evaluated in simulation
studies and data illustrations, including yearly mortality distributions across countries and Zürich
longitudinal growth data.
KEY WORDS: Random objects, Object-valued functional data, Phase variation, Pairwise synchro-
nization, Mortality distributions, Longitudinal growth data.
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2 1 INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
In functional data analysis, a random function has two types of variation: amplitude variation
and phase (or time) variation. Confounding the two types of variation may seriously contaminate
conventional statistical methods. For example, the cross-sectional mean, as a traditional estimator
for the central tendency of the stochastic process underlying functional data, may become invalid
in the presence of phase variation (Kneip and Gasser, 1992). This issue has been addressed by
time warping, also referred to as curve synchronization, registration or alignment. The prototypical
research on time warping was done by Sakoe and Chiba (1978) who proposed the dynamic time
warping (DTW) method to eliminate the effect of speech rate variation in spoken word recogni-
tion. For real-valued functional data, a large variety of methods have been developed for curve
synchronization, including the landmark registration method (Kneip and Gasser, 1992; Gasser and
Kneip, 1995) and generalizations that do not require landmark identification (Gervini and Gasser,
2004), DTW-based methods (Wang and Gasser, 1997, 1999), the Procrustes method (Ramsay and
Li, 1998), nonparametric maximum likelihood method (Ronn, 2001; Gervini and Gasser, 2005),
functional convex synchronization (Liu and Müller, 2004), and moment-based alignment (James,
2007), which is not an exhaustive list; see Marron et al. (2015) for a recent review. In particular,
Tang and Müller (2008) proposed a pairwise time synchronization method, where global time align-
ment for a sample of curves is achieved by a pairwise curve synchronization approach. Furthermore,
time warping has also been incorporated into classical statistical methods for functional data, e.g.,
functional principal component analysis (FPCA) (Kneip and Ramsay, 2008), analysis of variance
(ANOVA) (Gervini and Carter, 2014), and functional regression (Gervini, 2015a,b).
Beyond real-valued functional data, time synchronization has been investigated in engineering for
non-Euclidean semi-metric spaces, also referred to as dissimilarity spaces (Faragó et al., 1993), where
the DTW method and its variants have been adopted with applications that have included human
motion recognition and video classification (Gong and Medioni, 2011; Vu et al., 2012; Trigeorgis
et al., 2018, among others). We note that no theoretical results were provided in these works. To
our knowledge, no comprehensive studies exist of time warping for samples of metric-space-valued
trajectories that include an investigation of statistical properties or asymptotic behavior. We refer to
such data as object-valued functional data or object-valued trajectories. Statistical methods devised
for real-valued functional data, or random elements of a Hilbert space, are usually not applicable
to such data (Huckemann, 2015). Even extending functional data analysis methods without time
warping to object-valued trajectories is challenging (Dubey and Müller, 2020), due to the fact that
the metric space considered does not necessarily have a linear structure to rely on.
In this paper, we tackle the even more challenging task of extending the pairwise warping
method proposed by Tang and Müller (2008) for real-valued curves to object-valued functional
data. In particular, we consider the case when the phase variation of the object-valued random
process dominates the amplitude variation. Furthermore, since random processes are usually not
fully observed and only discrete and noisy measurements are available, we implement local Fréchet
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regression (Petersen and Müller, 2019) to obtain complete trajectories. A first important result that
will be needed for all of the following is the uniform convergence of local Fréchet regression that
has eluded previous analysis of this method. This result (Theorem 1) utilizes tools from empirical
processes and is of basic interest for the theory of Fréchet regression. This key result then makes
it possible to derive the uniform consistency of estimates of pairwise warping functions that form
the backbone of our warping method in Theorem 3. From this we obtain the uniform convergence
for the estimates of the true subject-specific warping functions and then unwarped trajectories in
Corollary 2.
The proposed warping models and estimation are discussed in Section 2. We derive the con-
vergence rate of the proposed estimate of the warping functions and also the mean trajectory in
Section 3, followed by a simulation study in Section 4, where it is shown that the proposed esti-
mate is not overly sensitive to the choice of tuning parameters. We illustrate the proposed warping
method with yearly age-at-death distribution data for different countries and body proportion data
from the Zürich longitudinal growth study in Section 5.
2 Warping Models for Object-Valued Random Trajectories
2.1 Global Warping
Let pM, dMq be a metric space. With time domain T “ r0, τ s, consider a set of warping functions
W “ tg : T Ñ T | gp0q “ 0, gpτq “ τ, g is continuous and strictly increasing on T u. Note that
for each function g PW, gp¨q{τ is a strictly increasing cdf on T . Consider a pair of random elements
pX,hq, where X : T ÑM is a random process, and h PW is a random (global) warping function
such that Erhptqs “ t, for all t P T . We assume that Erd2MpXptq, zqs ă 8 for any z PM and that
there exists a unique minimizer of Erd2MpXptq, ¨qs, for all t P T , i.e., the Fréchet mean of Xptq exists
and is unique (Fréchet, 1948). Let µ : T ÑM be a fixed object-valued trajectory such that µptq
is the Fréchet mean of Xptq, i.e.,
µptq “ argmin
zPM
E
“
d2MpXptq, zq
‰
, for all t P T ;
we refer to µ as the mean trajectory. We consider the following model for a object-valued random
process Y : T ÑM,
Y ptq “ Xph´1ptqq, for all t P T . (1)
The stochastic fluctuations of the unwarped process X around the mean trajectory µ and the
random warping function h around the identity function id, can be viewed as the amplitude and
phase variation of the process Y , respectively.
In practice, the process Y is usually not fully observed. Rather, we may observe noisy mea-
surements at discrete time points. Since we are not in a vector space, it is not obvious how to
model noisy data. An option that we implement here is to introduce a random perturbation map
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P : MÑM, such that
z1 “ argmin
zPM
E
“
d2MpPpz1q, zq
‰
, for all z1 PM. (2)
Consider a random pair pT,Zq following a joint distribution on T ˆM, where T is the time of
observation and Z is a noisy observation of the process Y at random time T , given by
Z “ PpY pT qq. (3)
As per (2), the conditional Fréchet mean of the observed object Z given the process Y and time T
is the process evaluated at that time, i.e.,
Y pT q “ argmin
zPM
E
“
d2MpZ, zq | Y, T
‰
. (4)
Furthermore, we assume
(W1) The time of observation T and the random perturbation map P are independent of the un-
derlying pair pX,hq, and hence also independent of the process Y .
Assumption (W1) entails that there are two independent layers of randomness in the observed pair
pT,Zq: The first layer generates the pair pX,hq, and hence the process Y ; the second layer gener-
ates the time of observation T and random perturbation P, the latter determining the fluctuation
involved in Z around Y pT q.
Ideally, we would consider a set of n independent realizations of the sextuple ph,X, Y, T,P, Zq,
i.e., tphi, Xi, Yi, Ti,Pi, Ziquni“1, where as per (1), the object-valued processes Yi are given by
Yiptq “ Xiph´1i ptqq, for all t P T , (5)
and the observed objects are Zi “ PipYipTiqq as per (3). However, model (5) is not identifiable
(Kneip and Gasser, 1992), even when the processes Yi take values in the Hilbert space L2pT q as in
the case of real-valued functional data. Alternatively, we consider a scenario when the amplitude
variation of the processes Yi is dominated by the phase variation. Specifically, we assume
sup
1ďiďn
E
„
sup
tPT
d2MpXiptq, µptqq

“ κn Ñ 0, as nÑ8. (6)
For simplicity, we focus on the case when Xi ” µ in the remaining part of this paper, whence
the object-valued processes Yi are given by
Yiptq “ µph´1i ptqq, for all t P T . (7)
We note that the proposed method including the theoretical results can be easily extended to
the case including small amplitude variation subject to (6). Furthermore, we make the following
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assumptions regarding the fixed mean trajectory µ and random warping function h PW.
(W2) The trajectory µ is dM-continuous, i.e., lim∆Ñ0 dMpµpt`∆q, µptqq “ 0, for any t P T .
(W3) Defining a bivariate function dµ : T 2 Ñ R as dµps, tq “ dMpµpsq, µptqq, dµ is twice con-
tinuously differentiable with infs“tPT |pBdµ{Bsqps, tq| ą 0. For any t1, t2 P T with t1 ă t2,şt2
t1
rpBdµ{Bsqps, tqs2ds ą 0, for all t P T .
(W4) The difference quotients of the global warping function h are bounded from above and below,
i.e., there exist constants c, C P p0,`8q with c ă C and cC ď 1 such that c ď rhpsq ´
hptqs{ps´ tq ď C, for all s, t P T with s ă t.
Assumption (W2) implies the dM-continuity of the random process Y in conjunction with the
continuity of the warping function h; (W3) excludes the possibility that any part of the trajectory µ
could be flat. This is necessary to ensure the uniqueness of the warping functions, and will be used to
establish the uniform convergence of the proposed estimates for the pairwise warping functions; see
Section 2; (W4) guarantees there are no plateaus or steep increases in the global warping function
and its inverse.
2.2 Pairwise Warping
For any i, i1 P t1, . . . , nu such that i ‰ i1, the random pairwise warping function gi1i : T Ñ T is a
temporal transformation from Yi1 towards Yi defined by
gi1iptq “ hi1ph´1i ptqq, for all t P T .
We note that gi1i P W. Moreover, we assume that (warping) functions in W can be parameterized
by linear splines (as per Tang and Müller, 2008). Let tk “ kτ{pp ` 1q, for k “ 1, . . . , p, be p
equidistant knots in T , with t0 “ 0, and tp`1 “ τ . For any function g P W, defining a coefficient
vector θg “ rgpt1q, . . . , gptp`1qsJ, the piecewise linear formulation of g can be expressed as
gptq “ θJg Aptq, for all t P T , (8)
where Aptq “ rA1ptq, . . . , Ap`1ptqsJ, Akptq “ Ap1qk ptq ´ Ap2qk`1ptq, Ap1qk ptq “ pt ´ tk´1q{ptk ´ tk´1q ¨
1rtk´1,tkq, A
p2q
k ptq “ pt ´ tkq{ptk ´ tk´1q ¨ 1rtk´1,tkq, for k “ 1, . . . , p ` 1, and Ap2qp`2 “ 0. Due to the
definition of the warping function space W, the parameter space Θ of the splines coefficient vector
θg is
Θ “ tθ P Rp`1 : 0 ă θ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă θp`1 “ τu. (9)
The corresponding family of warping functions W “ WLS “ tg P W : g “ θJg A with θg P Θu. We
assume that the pairwise warping function gi1i can be represented by (8), i.e.,
gi1ip¨q “ θJgi1iAp¨q, with θgi1i P Θ. (10)
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2.3 Samples and Estimation
For each i “ 1, . . . , n, suppose that available observations are tpTij , Zijqumij“1, where tpTij ,Pijqumij“1
aremi independent realizations of pTi,Piq, and Zij “ PijpYipTijqq. Hence, the sub-sample tpTij , Zijqumij“1
are conditionally independent realizations of pTi, Ziq given the process Yi. To estimate the warping
functions hi, in a first step, we will smooth the observed pairs pTij , Zijq by local Fréchet regression.
Specifically, the presmoothed trajectories pYi are given by (Petersen and Müller, 2019)
pYiptq “ argmin
zPM
1
mi
miÿ
j“1
pvpTij , t, biqd2MpZij , zq, for all t P T . (11)
Here, pvps, t, biq “ Kbips´ tqrp%2,miptq ´ p%1,miptqps´ tqs{pς2miptq, where p%l,miptq “ m´1i řmij“1KbipTij ´
tqpTij ´ tql, for l “ 0, 1, 2, and pς2miptq “ p%0,miptqp%2,miptq ´ p%1,miptq2, Kbip¨q “ Kp¨{biq{bi, K is
a smoothing kernel, i.e., a density function symmetric around zero, and bi “ bipmiq ą 0 are
bandwidth sequences. In order to deal with the estimation of n trajectories simultaneously, we
make the following assumption on the bandwidths bi and numbers of discrete observations per
trajectory mi.
(W5) There exist sequences m “ mpnq and b “ bpnq such that (1) inf1ďiďnmi ě m; (2) 0 ă C1 ă
inf1ďiďn bi{b ď sup1ďiďn bi{b ă C2 ă 8, for some constants C1 and C2; and (3) m Ñ 8,
bÑ 0, and mb2p´ log bq´1 Ñ8, as nÑ8.
Our next step is to obtain an estimator for the pairwise warping functions gi1i as per (10), for
any distinct i1, i P t1, . . . , nu. This is equivalent to estimating the corresponding spline coefficients
θgi1i P Θ, which can be obtained by minimizing the integral of the squared distance between Yi1
with time shifted toward Yi and Yi over the time domain T , with a regularization penalty on the
magnitude of warping. Specifically, an estimator for θgi1i is
pθgi1i “ argmin
θPΘ
CpY ,λpθ; pYi1 , pYiq,
with CpY ,λpθ; pYi1 , pYiq “ żT
”
d2M
´pYi1pθJAptqq, pYiptq¯` λ `θJAptq ´ t˘2ıdt, (12)
whence we obtain an estimator pgi1i of the pairwise warping functions
pgi1iptq “ pθJgi1iAptq, for all t P T . (13)
By the assumption Erhptqs “ t, we have Ergi1iptq | his “ Erhi1ph´1i ptqq | his “ h´1i ptq, for all t P T ,
which justifies that the inverse global warping functions h´1i can be estimated by
ph´1i ptq “ n´1 nÿ
i1“1
pgi1iptq, for all t P T . (14)
Hence, estimators phi for the global warping functions hi can be obtained by inversion, and the
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estimated aligned trajectories are given by pYipphiptqq, for t P T .
3 Theory
3.1 Uniform Rates of Convergence for Local Fréchet Regression
In order to obtain the convergence rate for the proposed estimates phi for the warping functions
as per (14) based on discrete and noisy observations tpTij , Zijqumij“1, an initial step is to derive
bounds for the difference between the actual object-valued processes Yi and their estimates pYi as
per (11), obtained in the presmoothing step by local Fréchet regression. Specifically, a uniform rate
of convergence over the domain of the predictor, which is the time domain T in this case, beyond
the pointwise results shown by Petersen and Müller (2019), is needed, and will be demonstrated in
Section 3.1.
Furthermore, the targets of the local Fréchet regression implemented as per (11) are the Yi, which
are random processes rather than fixed trajectories, a scenario that has not yet been considered.
We extend the results in Section 3.1 for local Fréchet regression with fixed targets to the case of
random targets and derive the rate of convergence for the estimates for warping functions and time
synchronized processes in Section 3.2. Proofs and auxiliary results are in Appendix B.
Consider a random pair pU, V q with a joint distribution on the product space T ˆM. Suppose
tpUj , Vjqumj“1 are i.i.d. realizations of pU, V q. For any t P T , the conditional Fréchet mean νptq of V
given U is defined by
νptq “ argmin
zPM
Lpz, tq, with Lpz, tq “ Erd2MpV, zq | U “ ts. (15)
We assume that for any t P T , Lpz, tq is equicontinuous, i.e.,
lim sup
sÑt
sup
zPM
|Lpz, sq ´ Lpz, tq| “ 0, (16)
which guarantees the dM-continuity of νptq. Furthermore, we define the localized Fréchet mean as
per Petersen and Müller (2019) by
rνbptq “ argmin
zPM
rLbpz, tq, with rLbpz, tq “ ErwpU, t, bqd2MpV, zqs. (17)
Here, wps, t, bq “ Kbps ´ tqrρ2,bptq ´ ρ1,bptqps ´ tqs{σ2b ptq, where ρl,bptq “ ErKbpU ´ tqpU ´ tqls, for
l “ 0, 1, 2, σ2b ptq “ ρ0,bptqρ2,bptq´ ρ1,bptq2, Kbp¨q “ Kp¨{bq{b, and b “ bpmq is a bandwidth sequence.
Additionally, the local Fréchet regression estimates pYiptq in (11) can be expressed as
pνmptq “ argmin
zPM
pLmpz, tq, with pLmpz, tq “ m´1 mÿ
j“1
pwpUj , t, bqd2MpVj , zq. (18)
Let T ˝ “ p0, τq be the interior of T . We require the following assumptions to obtain uniform
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rates of convergence over t P T for local Fréchet regression estimators in (18).
(K0) The kernel K is a probability density function, symmetric around zero and uniformly con-
tinuous on R. Defining Kkl “
ş
RKpxqkxldx ă 8, for k, l P N, K14 and K26, are finite.
The derivative K 1 exists and is bounded on the support of K, i.e., supKpxqą0 |K 1pxq| ă 8;
additionally,
ş
R x
2|K 1pxq|a|x log |x||dx ă 8.
(R0) The marginal density fU of U and the conditional densities fU |V p¨, zq of U given V “ z
exist and are continuous on T and twice continuously differentiable on T ˝, the latter for
all z P M. The marginal density fU is bounded away from zero on T , inftPT fU ptq ą 0.
The second-order derivative f2U is bounded, suptPT ˝ |f2U ptq| ă 8. The second-order partial
derivatives pB2fU |V {Bt2qp¨, zq are uniformly bounded, suptPT ˝, zPM |pB2fU |V {Bt2qpt, zq| ă 8.
Additionally, for any open set E ĂM, P pV P E | U “ tq is continuous as a function of t.
(R1) For all t P T , the minimizers νptq, rνbptq and pνmptq exist and are unique, the last P -almost
surely. In addition, for any  ą 0,
inf
tPT infdMpνptq,zqą
´
Lpz, tq ´ Lpνptq, tq
¯
ą 0,
lim inf
bÑ0 inftPT infdMprνbptq,zqą
´rLbpz, tq ´ rLbprνbptq, tq¯ ą 0,
and there exists c “ cpq ą 0 such that
P
ˆ
inf
tPT infdMppνmptq,zqą
´pLmpz, tq ´ pLmppνmptq, tq¯ ě c˙Ñ 1.
(R2) Let Brpνptqq ĂM be a ball of radius r centered at νptq and Np, Brpνptqq, dMq be its covering
number using balls of radius . Thenż 1
0
sup
tPT
a
1` logNpr,Brpνptqq, dMqd “ Op1q, as r Ñ 0`.
(R3) There exists r1, r2 ą 0, c1, c2 ą 0 and β1, β2 ą 1 such that
inf
tPT infdMpz,νptqqăr1
”
Lpz, tq ´ Lpνptq, tq ´ c1dMpz, νptqqβ1
ı
ě 0,
lim inf
bÑ0 inftPT infdMpz,rνbptqqăr2
”rLbpz, tq ´ rLbprνbptq, tq ´ c2dMpz, rνbptqqβ2ı ě 0.
Similar yet weaker assumptions have been made by Petersen and Müller (2019) for pointwise
rates of convergence for local Fréchet regression estimators for each t P T . Assumption (K0) is
needed to apply similar results to Silverman (1978) and Mack and Silverman (1982), and (R0)
is a regular distributional assumption of the random pair pU, V q in local regression estimation.
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These assumptions guarantee the asymptotic uniform equicontinuity of rLb and control the behavior
of prLb ´ Lq around νptq uniformly over t P T , whence we obtain the uniform rate for the bias
part dMpνptq, rνbptqq and the uniform consistency of the stochastic part dMprνbptq, pνmptqq for the
local Fréchet regression estimators. Assumption (R1) is commonly used to establish the uniform
consistency of M-estimators as per van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). It ensures the uniform
convergence of rLbp¨, tq to Lp¨, tq and the weak convergence of the empirical process pLmp¨, tq torLbp¨, tq, which, in conjunction with the assumption that the metric space M is totally bounded,
implies the pointwise convergence of the minimizers for any given t P T ; and it also ensures that the
(asymptotic) uniform equicontinuity of rLb and pLm implies the (asymptotic) uniform equicontinuity
of rνbp¨q and pνmp¨q, whence the uniform convergence of the minimizers follows in conjunction with the
total boundedness of the time domain T . Assumptions (R2) and (R3) are adapted from empirical
process theory to control the differences ppLm´ rLbq and prLb´Lq near the minimizers rνbptq and νptq,
respectively, in order to obtain the convergence rates for the bias and stochastic parts.
In the following, we discuss (R1)–(R3) in the context of some specific metric spaces.
Example 1. LetM be the set of probability distributions on a closed interval of R with finite second
moments, endowed with the L2-Wasserstein distance dW ; specifically, for any two distributions
z1, z2 PM,
dW pz1, z2q “
ˆż 1
0
pQpz1qpxq ´Qpz2qpxqq2 dx
˙1{2
“ dL2 pQpz1q, Qpz2qq ,
where Qpzq is the corresponding quantile function, for any distribution z P M. The Wasserstein
space pM, dW q satisfies assumptions (R1)–(R3) with β1 “ β2 “ 2.
Example 2. Let M be a (bounded) complete Riemannian manifold M of dimension r with Rie-
mannian metric g, and let dg be the geodesic distance induced by g. For any t P T , let qzpx, tq “
LpExpzpxq, tq, and rqz,bpx, tq “ rLbpExpzpxq, tq, for x in the tangent space at z PM, where Expz is the
exponential map at z. Let λminptq and rλminpt, bq be the minimum eigenvalues of B2qνptqp0, tq{pBxBxJq
and B2rqrνbptq,bp0, tq{pBxBxJq, respectively.
(M1) If the geodesic distance dg is equivalent to the ambient Euclidean distance dE , i.e., there exist
constants 0 ă c ă C such that for any z1, z2 P M, cdEpz1, z2q ď dgpz1, z2q ď CdEpz1, z2q,
pM, dgq satisfies (R2).
(M2) Provided that pM, dgq satisfies (R1), if inftPT λminptq ą 0, and lim infbÑ0 inftPT rλminpt, bq ą 0,
then (R3) holds with β1 “ β2 “ 2.
For Example 1, we note that since the Wasserstein spaceM is a Hadamard space (Kloeckner,
2010), there exists a unique minimizer of Lp¨, tq, for any t P T (Sturm, 2003). The rest of arguments
in Examples 1–2 follow from similar arguments to the proof Propositions 1 and 3 of Petersen and
Müller (2019), and hence we omit the proof here. We present a brief review in Appendix C of the
basics of Riemannian geometry regarding Example 2.
We then obtain uniform rates of convergence over t P T for local Fréchet regression estimators
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as follows.
Theorem 1. Suppose (W1), (W2), (K0), and (R0)–(R3) hold and that the metric space M is
totally bounded. For any ε ą 0, with b „ m´pβ1´1q{p2β1`4β2´6`2εq, for νptq and pνmptq as per (15)
and (18), respectively,
sup
tPT
dM pνptq, pνmptqq “ OP ´m´1{pβ1`2β2´3`εq¯ . (19)
Theorem 1 is a novel, general and important result for local Fréchet regression in its own right,
as we expect it to be a useful and widely applicable tool for the study of object-valued data. We
note that although the time domain T is a closed interval, boundary effects do not pose a problem;
this is similar to the situation for local polynomial regression with real-valued responses (e.g., Fan
and Gijbels, 1996).
3.2 Asymptotic Results for Time Warping
In the local Fréchet regression as per (11), the targets are random processes Yi rather than fixed
trajectories as per (15). For this case, we obtain the uniform convergence rates for pYi over T
in Theorem 2, based on assumptions (U0)–(U3) as given in Appendix A; these are adapted from
(R0)–(R3).
Theorem 2. Suppose (W1), (W2), (K0), and (U0)–(U3) hold, and that the metric space M is
totally bounded. For any ε ą 0, if bi „ m´pβ1´1q{p2β1`4β2´6`2εqi , for any i “ 1, . . . , n,
sup
tPT
dM
´
Yiptq, pYiptq¯ “ OP ´m´1{pβ1`2β2´3`εqi ¯ . (20)
For any distinct i1, i “ 1, . . . , n, define functions Cµp¨;hi1 , hiq : Rp`1 Ñ R,
Cµpθ;hi1 , hiq “
ż
T
d2M
´
µph´1i1 rθJAptqsq, µph´1i ptqq
¯
dt, θ P Rp`1. (21)
We will show in Lemma B2 in Appendix B that for any distinct i, i1 “ 1, . . . , n, the coefficient vector
θgi1i corresponding to the pairwise warping functions gi1i is the unique minimizer of Cµpθ;hi1 , hiq
under certain constraints. We then derive an asymptotic bound for the discrepancy between the
two objective functions Cµ and CpY ,λ, whence we obtain the convergence rates for the estimates of
the coefficient vector θgi1i and the corresponding pairwise warping function.
Theorem 3. Suppose (W1)–(W5), (K0), and (U0)–(U3) hold and that the metric space M is
totally bounded. For any ε ą 0, if bi „ m´pβ1´1q{p2β1`4β2´6`2εqi , for all i “ 1, . . . , n, and if λ Ñ 0,
as nÑ8, then, for any distinct i1 and i, it holds for the constrained minimizer pθgi1i in (12) that
}pθgi1i ´ θgi1i} “ O ´λ1{2¯`OP ´m´1{r2pβ1`2β2´3`εqs¯ , (22)
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where m is defined in (W5), and for the corresponding estimate of the pairwise warping functionpgi1i in (13) that
sup
tPT
|pgi1iptq ´ gi1iptq| “ O ´λ1{2¯`OP ´m´1{r2pβ1`2β2´3`εqs¯ . (23)
We next obtain asymptotic results for local Fréchet regression estimates pYi across trajectories
i “ 1, . . . , n in Corollary 1, while Corollary 2 provides convergence rates for the estimates for the
warping functions phi, and the aligned trajectories pYipphip¨qq.
Corollary 1. Suppose (W1), (W2), (W5), (K0), and (U0)–(U3) hold, and that the metric space
M is totally bounded. For any ε ą 0, and ε1 P p0, 1q, if bi „ m´pβ1´1qp1´ε1q{p2β1`4β2´6`2εqi , and
lim supnÑ8 nm´ε
1pβ2´1q{r2pβ2´1`ε{2qs ă 8, then
sup
tPT
dM
´
Yiptq, pYiptq¯ “ OP ´m´p1´ε1q{pβ1`2β2´3`εq¯ ,
sup
tPT
n´1
nÿ
i“1
dM
´
Yiptq, pYiptq¯α “ OP ´m´αp1´ε1q{pβ1`2β2´3`εq¯ , (24)
for any given α P p0, 1s.
Corollary 2. Suppose (W1)–(W5), (K0), and (U0)–(U3) hold and that the metric space M is
totally bounded. For any ε ą 0 and ε1 P p0, 1q, if bi „ m´pβ1´1qp1´ε1q{p2β1`4β2´6`2εqi for all i “
1, . . . , n, lim supnÑ8 nm´ε
1pβ2´1q{r2pβ2´1`ε{2qs ă 8, and if λ Ñ 0, as n Ñ 8, then it holds for the
estimated warping functions phi that
sup
tPT
ˇˇˇphiptq ´ hiptqˇˇˇ “ O ´λ1{2¯`OP ´m´p1´ε1q{r2pβ1`2β2´3`εqs¯`OP ´n´1{2¯ . (25)
Furthermore, if the mean trajectory µ is Lipschitz dM-continuous, i.e., there exists Cµ ą 0, such
that dMpµpt1q, µpt2qq ď Cµ|t1 ´ t2|, for all t1, t2 P T , then it holds for the estimates of the aligned
trajectories pYipphip¨qq that
sup
tPT
dM
´pYipphiptqq, Yiphiptqq¯ “ O ´λ1{2¯`OP ´m´p1´ε1q{r2pβ1`2β2´3`εqs¯`OP ´n´1{2¯ . (26)
Defining γ “ p1 ´ ε1q´1 ´ 1, ε1 P p0, 1q entails γ ą 0. To discuss some more specific rates,
under the assumptions of Corollary 2, the minimum number of observations per trajectory m
should be bounded below by a multiple of n2r1´pγ`1q´1s´1r1`ε{p2pβ2´1qqs, which implies that the
rates in the second terms on the right hand sides of (25)–(26) are bounded above by a multiple of
n´γ´1rpβ2´1`ε{2q{pβ2´1qspβ1`2β2´3`εq´1 , where the latter can be arbitrarily close to n´1{rγpβ1`2β2´3qs.
Consider λ “ Opn´1q. Then, if γ P p0, 2pβ1 ` 2β2 ´ 3q´1s, the estimates for the warping func-
tions hi and mean trajectory µ as per (25)–(26) converge with a rate of n´1{2. Otherwise, if
γ ą 2pβ1 ` 2β2 ´ 3q´1, the rates in (25)–(26) can be arbitrarily close to n´1{rγpβ1`2β2´3qs. Tak-
ing β1 “ β2 “ 2 as in Examples 1–2, the estimates phi and pYipphip¨qq achieve root-n rate, when
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γ “ 2pβ1 ` 2β2 ´ 3q´1 “ 2{3 and m Á n5p1`ε{2q. When γ ą 2{3 and m Á np2`εq{p1`pγ`1q´1q, the
rate becomes approximately n´1{p3γq.
4 Simulation Studies
In this section, we will compare the performance of the proposed pairwise warping method for
different choices of the penalty parameter λ and the number of knots p. Here, the time domain
is T “ r0, 1s, and the metric space pM, dW q is the Wasserstein space of continuous probability
measures on r0, 1s with finite second moments endowed with the L2-Wasserstein distance as in
Example 1. With sample size n “ 30, two cases were implemented with fixed trajectories µ in (7)
as follows.
Case 1: µptq “ Betapξt, γtq, where ξt “ 1.1` 10pt´ 0.4q2, and γt “ 2.6` 1.5 sinp2pit´ piq, for t P T .
Case 2: µptq “ Npξt, γ2t q truncated on r0, 1s, where ξt “ 0.1` 0.8t, and γt “ 0.6` 0.2 sinp10pitq, for
t P T . Specifically, the corresponding distribution function is
Fµptqpxq “ Φppx´ ξtq{γtq ´ Φp´ξt{γtqΦpp1´ ξtq{γtq ´ Φp´ξt{γtq1r0,1spxq ` 1p1,`8qpxq, for x P R,
where Φ is the distribution function of a standard Gaussian distribution.
We consider a family of perturbation/distortion functions tTa : a P Zzt0uu, where Tapxq “
x ´ |api|´1 sinpapixq, for x P R. The warping functions hi were generated through the distortion
functions Ta; specifically, hi “ Tai1 ˝Tai2 , where ail are independent and identically distributed for
l “ 1, 2 and i “ 1, . . . , n, such that P pail “ ´kq “ P pail “ kq “ P pV2 “ kq{r2p1´ P pV2 “ 0qqs, for
any k P N`, with V2 „ Poissonp2q. We note that this generation mechanism ensures hi P W and
Erhiptqs “ t, for any t P T . With µ and hi, the sample trajectories Yi were computed as per (7).
Set the number of discrete observations per trajectory mi “ 30, for all i “ 1, . . . , n. We
sampled Tij „ UniformpT q independently, for j “ 1, . . . ,mi, and i “ 1, . . . , n. Given a measurable
function g : R Ñ R, a push-forward measure g#z is defined as g#zpEq “ zptx : gpxq P Euq,
for any distribution z P M and set E Ă R. The observed distributions Zij were generated by
adding perturbation to the trajectory evaluated at Tij , Y pTijq, through push-forward measures;
specifically Zij “ Tuij#pYipTijqq, where uij are independent and identically distributed following
Uniformt˘4pi,˘5pi, . . . ,˘8piu, and are also independent of the observed times Tij , j “ 1, . . . ,mi,
and i “ 1, . . . , n.
Applying the proposed pairwise warping method to the simulated data with Epanechnikov kernel
and bandwidths bi chosen by cross-validation in the presmoothing step as per (11), where the
local Fréchet regression was implemented using the R package frechet (Chen et al., 2020), mean
integrated squared errors (MISEs) were computed for the estimated time-synchronized trajectories
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pYipphip¨qq and the estimated warping functions phi as per (11) and (14); specifically,
TMISE “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ż
T
d2M
´pYipphiptqq, µptq¯dt, and WMISE “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ż
T
´phiptq ´ hiptq¯2 dt. (27)
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Figure 1: Summary of TMISE (red) and WMISE (blue) as per (27) out of 1000 Monte Carlo runs
for Case 1 (top two rows) and Case 2 (bottom two rows).
Since too many knots will result in shape distortion of the estimated warping function (Ramsay
and Li, 1998), 1000 Monte Carlo runs have been conducted respectively for p P t2, 3, 4, 9, 19, 99u,
and λ P t0u Y t10l : l “ ´1, 0, 1u. Results in terms of TMISE and WMISE for Case 1 and Case 2
are summarized in the boxplots in Figure 1, the top two rows for Case 1 and the bottom two rows
for Case 2. For both cases, for any given value of the number of knots p, the proposed estimators
perform almost equally well in terms of TMISE and WMISE with small values (no more than 1) of
the penalty parameter λ, and the performance turns worse as λ increases from 1 to 10. Furthermore,
across different choices of the number of knots p, the estimators achieve the minimum estimation
errors with small p P t2, 3, 4u. Thus, we conclude that our method is not sensitive to the choice of
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p and λ when p and λ are relatively small, the finding regarding p in agreement with Ramsay and
Li (1998).
5 Data Illustrations
5.1 Mortality Data
To demonstrate our method, we employed two datasets containing objects in different metric spaces.
The first is the country-wise human mortality data, where the underlying metric space is the Wasser-
stein space as discussed in Example 1; the second is the Zürich longitudinal growth data, where we
embed the vector of arm length, sitting height, and leg length into a three-dimensional unit sphere
S2 and apply the corresponding geodesic distance.
There has been perpetual interest in understanding human longevity. One particular goal is
to obtain a general pattern of how the distribution of age-at-death evolves over time. In this
subsection, the proposed method is implemented for human mortality data, which are available
for 39 countries at http://www.mortality.org/. We consider the calendar time period from 1983
to 2013, for which the mortality data for 28 countries is available throughout. It is known that
the mortality distributions generally shift to higher ages during this time interval, which reflects
increasing longevity and we would like to know which countries move faster and which move slower
to increased longevity, i.e., rightward shift of the densities of age-at-death during the time interval.
To address this question, we apply the proposed time warping method, where in this situation the
metric space for which the time warping is determined is the space of probability distributions
with the Wasserstein metric, i.e., the “Wasserstein space”, as per Example 1. This means that in
1983 all countries start out with their warping functions taking values at the calendar year 1983,
and in 2013 they all assume the value at the calendar year 2013, so there no warping effect at
these two endpoints. Indeed, the warping effects are seen in the open interval in between, and a
country with a warping function below the identity function is on an accelerating course towards
enhanced longevity, while countries with warping functions above the identity are on a delayed
course. Figure 2 shows the mortality distributions visualized as density functions in terms of the
original time scale pYiptq, as contrasted with the aligned mortality distributions where we plugged in
the estimated warping functions, as per pYipphiptqq, for the year t “ 1998, where pYi and phi are given
(11) and (14).
Comparing the estimated warping functions across countries, we found that for males the
longevity of Japanese in 1983 to 2007 and for Icelanders from 2008 to the right endpoint at 2013
accelerates the fastest among all of the 28 countries between 1987 and 2013, and has the slowest
increase for Lithuania throughout the period 1987 to 2013 (Figure 3). For females, the movement
towards increased longevity was fastest for Japanese women and slowest for Latvian women through-
out the entire period. The relative delay in increasing longevity for Lithuania and Latvia, former
Soviet republics, is likely due to the aftermath of the breakup of the Soviet Union.
In addition, the original and aligned trajectories with the estimated warping functions for two
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Figure 2: Density functions corresponding to the original (left) and aligned (right) distributional
trajectories, pYiptq and pYipphiptqq, for all the countries in the year of t “ 1998, where pYi and phi are as
per (11) and (14), and the densities of the cross-sectional empirical Fréchet mean (shown as dashed
red curves) for females (top) and males (bottom).
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Figure 3: Estimated warping functions phi as per (14) for the mortality distribution trajectories for
females (left) and males (right) for each country (grey solid curves), where cross-sectional minimum
and maximum are highlighted in different colors. The black dashed lines represent identity functions.
selected groups of countries are demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5: The former group includes repre-
sentatives for which the pattern of the estimated warping functions are similar between females and
males; The latter group involves the representatives for which the estimated warping functions are
mismatched for different genders, respectively. Comparing the estimated warping functions with the
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Figure 4: Density functions corresponding to the original (left) and aligned (middle) trajectories,pYip¨q and pYipphip¨qq, and the estimated warping functions phi (right) during 1983–2013 for three coun-
tries, Japan (top), Luxembourg (middle), and Poland (bottom), for which the estimated warping
functions for females and males are similar, where pYi and phi are as per (11) and (14). The blue
dashed lines on the right panels represent identity functions.
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identity map, the estimated warping function lying underneath (or above) the identity map implies
that the corresponding country is more advanced (or falls behind) in terms of longevity increase.
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Figure 5: Density functions corresponding to the original (left) and aligned (middle) trajectories,pYip¨q and pYipphip¨qq, and the estimated warping functions phi (right) during 1983–2013 for two coun-
tries, France (top) and Israel (bottom), for which the estimated warping functions for females and
males are different, where pYi and phi are as per (11) and (14). The blue dashed lines on the right
panels represent identity functions.
Among the countries shown in Figure 4 with similar patterns across genders, Luxembourg’s
warping function is close to the identity and therefore its longevity increase represents the average
increase across all countries, for both males and females. For Japan, both male and female longevity
are strongly accelerated compared to the other countries considered, in contrast to the situation
for Poland, where the increase in longevity for both males and females is delayed relative to the
average. In addition, countries shown in Figure 5 exhibit an interesting gender heterogeneity. Both
France and Israel show average longevity increase patterns for one gender, namely males in France
and females in Israel, but not for the other gender, as females in France and males in Israel exhibit
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accelerated longevity.
5.2 Zürich Longitudinal Growth Data
Understanding the growth of children has been a long-standing goal in pediatric and anthropological
research. We implemented the proposed random object time warping for the Zürich longitudinal
growth data (Prader et al., 1989) by considering the relative contribution of various body parts to
overall growth.
Considering multivariate growth measurements at ages between 2 and 18 years for 109 girls
and 118 boys from the Zürich study, after excluding several children with missing measurements,
we focused on arm length, sitting height, and leg length, x “ pxarm, xsit, xlegqJ. Since we are
interested in the relative contributions to overall growth, we converted these measurements to
vectors on the unit sphere S2 by forming the 3-vectors p?xarm,?xsit,?xlegqJ{pxarm ` xsit ` xlegq
which are located on the positive octant of this sphere. The metric space in which we perform
the object time warping is then M “ tpx, y, zq P S2 : x, y, z ě 0u, equipped with the geodesic
distance dMpy, zq “ arccospyJzq, for any y, z P S2. Here we note that time warping for growth
data has a time-honored tradition (e.g., Gasser et al., 1990, 1993) and that functional data analysis
on Riemannian manifolds and spheres has recently found increasing interest in statistics (Dai and
Müller, 2018; Huckemann and Eltzner, 2018; Petersen and Müller, 2019).
Applying the pairwise warping method to the samples of trajectories on S2 for boys and girls
separately, the spherical vectors are seen to become more concentrated after alignment with the
estimated warping functions in place than they are without warping, especially during the early
ages (Figure 6). To illustrate the effect of warping effects, we selected three girls as an example, for
whom the comparison between the original and aligned spherical trajectories and also the estimates
for the warping functions are shown in Figure 7. The warping function associate with Girl 1 is
close to the identity so that this girl represents the average timeline of development. Accordingly,
the relative contributions of the three growth characteristics to total growth do not change after
alignment. For Girl 2, the warping function primarily lies above the identity map, which implies that
her development as far as reflected in the relative growth measurements considered here is delayed as
compared to the average, especially before puberty. In the aligned trajectory, the decrease of sitting
height component and the increase of the leg length component are accelerated, as compared to the
original unaligned trajectory. In contrast, the growth of Girl 3 is accelerated in time compared to
the average, and the sitting height and leg length components reach the minimum and maximum
respectively at an earlier time than for most other girls. This time-accelerated is then decelerated
in the aligned trajectory.
We find that in both examples the method illustrates some underlying features of interest that
reflect acceleration or deceleration in time for complex objects.
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Figure 6: Original (left) and aligned (right) spherical vectors pYiptq and pYipphiptqq for all the subjects
at t “ 4 (top), 10 (middle), and 16 (bottom) years of age and the cross-sectional empirical Fréchet
means (shown as dashed red lines) for girls and boys, where pYi and phi are as per (11) and (14).
Appendix A: Assumptions and Notations regarding Local Fréchet Regression
Let pΩ,F , P q be the probability space on which the observed data pTij , Zijq are defined, where Ω
is the sample space, F is the σ-algebra of events, and P : F Ñ r0, 1s is the probability measure.
Due to the independence between the two mechanisms of randomness that generate the data as
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Figure 7: Original (left) and aligned (middle) spherical trajectories pYip¨q and pYipphip¨qq and estimated
warping functions phi (right) for three girls, where pYi and phi are as per (11) and (14). The blue dashed
lines on the right panels represent identity functions.
per (W1), the probability space pΩ,F , P q can be considered as a product space of two probability
spaces, pΩ1,F1, PΩ1q, where the warping functions hi and hence the object-valued processes Yi
are defined, and pΩ2,F2, PΩ2q, where the observed times Tij and the random perturbation map
Pij associated with Zij are defined. Fixing an element ω1 P Ω1 corresponds to a realization of the
warping function h and the object-valued process Y . We note that the observed pairs tpTij , Zijqumij“1
are independent in pΩ2,F2, PΩ2q. Hence, we may substitute the index i in the subscripts of hi, Yi,
Zi and Zij by ω1 P Ω1, and omit it in Ti and Tij ; specifically, we use hω1 , Yω1 , Zω1 , Zω1j , T , and Tj ,
respectively, in the formulas that follow. Hereafter, we use EΩ2 for the expectation (integral) with
respect to PΩ2 alone.
For any fixed ω1 P Ω1, tpTj , Zω1jqumj“1 are i.i.d. realizations of pT,Zω1q. For any t P T , as per
(4),
Yω1ptq “ argmin
zPM
Mω1pz, tq, with Mω1pz, tq “ EΩ2rd2MpZω1 , zq | T “ ts. (A.1)
Furthermore, we define the localized Fréchet mean as per Petersen and Müller (2019) by
rYω1,bptq “ argmin
zPM
ĂMω1,bpz, tq, with ĂMω1,bpz, tq “ EΩ2rvpT, t, bqd2MpZω1 , zqs. (A.2)
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Here, vps, t, bq “ Kbps´ tqr%2,bptq ´ %1,bptqps´ tqs{ς2b ptq, where %l,bptq “ EΩ2rKbpT ´ tqpT ´ tqls, for
l “ 0, 1, 2, ς2b ptq “ %0,bptq%2,bptq ´ %1,bptq2, Kbp¨q “ Kp¨{bq{b, and b “ bpmq is a bandwidth sequence.
Additionally, the local Fréchet regression estimates pYiptq in (11) can be expressed as
pYω1,mptq “ argmin
zPM
xMω1,mpz, tq, with xMω1,mpz, tq “ m´1 mÿ
j“1
pvpTj , t, bqd2MpZω1j , zq. (A.3)
Let T ˝ “ p0, τq be the interior of the time domain T . Considering an arbitrarily fixed ω1 P Ω1,
for local Fréchet regression as described in (A.1)–(A.3), assumptions (R0)–(R3) can be rewritten as
follows to obtain uniform rates of convergence over t P T for local Fréchet regression estimators in
(A.3).
(R01) The marginal density fT of T and the conditional densities fT |Zω1 p¨, zq of T given Zω1 “ z exist
and are continuous on T and twice continuously differentiable on T ˝, the latter for all z PM
and ω1 P Ω1. The marginal density fT is bounded away from zero on T , inftPT fT ptq ą 0.
The second-order derivative f2T is bounded, suptPT ˝ |f2T ptq| ă 8. The second-order partial
derivatives pB2fT |Zω1 {Bt2qp¨, zq are uniformly bounded, suptPT ˝, zPM |pB2fT |Zω1 {Bt2qpt, zq| ă
8. Additionally, for any open set E ĂM, PΩ2pZω1 P E | T “ tq is continuous as a function
of t for all ω1 P Ω1.
(R11) For all t P T , the minimizers Yω1ptq, rYω1,bptq and pYω1,mptq exist and are unique, the last PΩ2-
almost surely. In addition, for any  ą 0,
inf
tPT infdMpYω1 ptq,zqą
´
Mω1pz, tq ´Mω1pYω1ptq, tq
¯
ą 0,
lim inf
bÑ0 inftPT infdMprYω1,bptq,zqą
´ĂMω1,bpz, tq ´ ĂMω1,bprYω1,bptq, tq¯ ą 0,
and there exists c “ cpq ą 0 such that
PΩ2
˜
inf
tPT infdMppYω1,mptq,zqą
´xMω1,mpz, tq ´ xMω1,mppYω1,mptq, tq¯ ě c
¸
Ñ 1.
(R21) Let BrpYω1ptqq ĂM be a ball of radius r centered at Yω1ptq and Np, BrpYω1ptqq, dMq be its
covering number using balls of radius . Thenż 1
0
sup
tPT
a
1` logNpr,BrpYω1ptqq, dMqd “ Op1q, as r Ñ 0`.
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(R31) There exists r1, r2 ą 0, c1, c2 ą 0 and β1, β2 ą 1 such that
inf
tPT infdMpz,Yω1 ptqqăr1
”
Mω1pz, tq ´Mω1pYω1ptq, tq ´ c1dMpz, Yω1ptqqβ1
ı
ě 0,
lim inf
bÑ0 inftPT infdMpz,rYω1,bptqqăr2
”ĂMω1,bpz, tq ´ ĂMω1,bprYω1,bptq, tq ´ c2dMpz, rYω1,bptqqβ2ı ě 0.
We note that the equicontinuity assumption on L to guarantee the dM-continuity of νptq is
not needed in this case, since the dM-continuity of Yω1 follows from the continuity of the mean
trajectory µ and warping function hω1 . From Theorem 1 we obtain
Corollary A1. For an arbitrarily fixed ω1 P Ω1, suppose (W1), (W2), (K0), and (R01)–(R31) hold
and that the metric spaceM is totally bounded. For any ε ą 0, with b „ m´pβ1´1q{p2β1`4β2´6`2εq,
sup
tPT
dM
´
Yω1ptq, pYω1,mptq¯ “ OPΩ2 ´m´1{pβ1`2β2´3`εq¯ .
Furthermore, for uniform rates of convergence of pYi over T , we need to deal with different
ω1 P Ω1 simultaneously, and hence we require the following variants of assumptions (R01)–(R31).
(U0) The marginal density fT of T and the conditional densities fT |Zω1 p¨, zq of T given Zω1 “ z exist
and are continuous on T and twice continuously differentiable on T ˝, the latter for all z PM
and ω1 P Ω1. The marginal density fT is bounded away from zero on T , inftPT fT ptq ą 0. The
second-order derivative f2T is bounded, suptPT ˝ |f2T ptq| ă 8. The second-order partial deriva-
tives pB2fT |Zω1 {Bt2qp¨, zq are uniformly bounded, supω1PΩ1, tPT ˝, zPM |pB2fT |Zω1 {Bt2qpt, zq| ă
8. Additionally, for any open set E ĂM, PΩ2pZω1 P E | T “ tq is continuous as a function
of t for all ω1 P Ω1.
(U1) For all ω1 P Ω1 and t P T , the minimizers Yω1ptq, rYω1,bptq and pYω1,mptq exist and are unique,
the last PΩ2-almost surely. In addition, for any  ą 0,
inf
ω1PΩ1, tPT
inf
dMpYω1 ptq,zqą
´
Mω1pz, tq ´Mω1pYω1ptq, tq
¯
ą 0,
lim inf
bÑ0 infω1PΩ1, tPT
inf
dMprYω1,bptq,zqą
´ĂMω1,bpz, tq ´ ĂMω1,bprYω1,bptq, tq¯ ą 0.
(U2) Let BrpYω1ptqq ĂM be a ball of radius r centered at Yω1ptq and Np, BrpYω1ptqq, dMq be its
covering number using balls of radius . Then
sup
rą0
sup
ω1PΩ1
ż 1
0
sup
tPT
a
1` logNpr,BrpYω1ptqq, dMqd ă 8.
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(U3) There exist c1, c2 ą 0, and β1, β2 ą 1 such that for any r1, r2 ą 0,
inf
ω1PΩ1, tPT
inf
zPM s.t.
dMpz,Yω1 ptqqăr1
”
Mω1pz, tq ´Mω1pYω1ptq, tq ´ c1dM pz, Yω1ptqqβ1
ı
ě 0,
lim inf
bÑ0 infω1PΩ1, tPT
inf
zPM s.t.
dMpz,rYω1,bptqqăr2
”ĂMω1,bpz, tq ´ ĂMω1,bprYω1,bptq, tq ´ c2dMpz, rYω1,bptqqβ2ı ě 0.
We note that Example 1 also satisfies (U1)–(U3). For Example 2, (U2) is satisfied under the
assumption of (M1) in Example 2; furthermore, ifM “M where any z PM has empty cut locus
Cutpzq “ ∅, orM is a compact subset ofM such that for any z PM, the cut locus CutpzqXM “ ∅,
then (U1) implies (U3) with β1 “ β2 “ 2 under similar assumptions as per (M2) in Example 2.
Relevant concepts regarding Riemannian manifolds are briefly reviewed in Appendix C.
Appendix B: Proofs
First of all, we note that under (K0) and (R0), as bÑ 0, it holds for l “ 0, 1, 2 that
ρl,bptq “ E
”
KbpU ´ tqpU ´ tql
ı
“ bl “fU ptqK1,lpt, bq ` bf 1U ptqK1,l`1pt, bq `Opb2q‰ , (B.1)
where Kk,lpt, bq “
ş
tpx´tq{b: xPT uKpxqkxldx, for k, l P N, and the O terms are all uniform across
t P T . These results are well known (Fan and Gijbels, 1996) and we omit the proofs here.
Proof of Theorem 1. For any ε ą 0, taking β12 “ β2 ` ε{2, we will show
sup
tPT
dM prνbptq, pνmptqq “ OP ´max!pmb2q´1{r2pβ12´1qs, pmb2p´ log bq´1q´1{r2pβ2´1qs)¯ , (B.2)
sup
tPT
dM pνptq, rνbptqq “ O ´b2{pβ1´1q¯ . (B.3)
Let ϑm “ pmbq´1{2p´ log bq1{2. Under (K0) and (R0), it follows from (B.1) and similar arguments
to the proof of Theorem B of Silverman (1978) that
sup
tPT
|ρ0,bptq| “ Op1q, sup
tPT
|ρ`1,bptq| “ Opbq, sup
tPT
|ρ2,bptq| “ Opb2q,
sup
tPT
|pρl,mptq ´ ρl,bptq| “ OP pϑmblq, l “ 0, 1, 2, sup
tPT
|pρ`1,mptq| “ Opbq `OP pϑmbq, (B.4)
where ρ`1,bptq “ ErKbpU´tq|U´t|s, and pρ`1,mptq “ m´1 řmj“1rKbpUj´tq|Uj´t|s, noting that b´lpρl,mp¨q
and b´1pρ`1,mp¨q can all be viewed as kernel density estimators with kernels Klpxq “ Kpxqxl and
K`1 pxq “ Kpxq|x|, respectively, as per Silverman (1978), and (B.4) implies suptPT |pσ2mptq´ σ2b ptq| “
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OP pϑmb2q. Applying Taylor expansion yields
sup
tPT
ˇˇrpσ2mptqs´1 ´ rσ2b ptqs´1 ˇˇ “ OP pϑmb´2q,
sup
tPT
ˇˇˇˇ pρ2,mptqpσ2mptq ´ ρ2,bptqσ2b ptq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ OP pϑmq, and sup
tPT
ˇˇˇˇ pρ1,mptqpσ2mptq ´ ρ1,bptqσ2b ptq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ OP pϑmb´1q.
Hence,
sup
tPT
m´1
mÿ
j“1
| pwpUj , t, bq ´ wpUj , t, bq|
ď sup
tPT
|pρ0,mptq| sup
tPT
ˇˇˇˇ pρ2,mptqpσ2mptq ´ ρ2,bptqσ2b ptq
ˇˇˇˇ
` sup
tPT
|pρ`1,mptq| sup
tPT
ˇˇˇˇ pρ1,mptqpσ2mptq ´ ρ1,bptqσ2b ptq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ OP pϑmq.
(B.5)
For any R ą 0, define a sequence of events
BR,m “
#
sup
tPT
m´1
mÿ
j“1
| pwpUj , t, bq ´ wpUj , t, bq| ď Rϑm+ . (B.6)
Given any υ ą 1, set am “ mintpmb2qβ2{r4pβ2´2`υqs, pmb2p´ log bq´1qβ2{r4pβ2´1qsu; for some η ď
r2, set η˜ “ ηβ2{2, with r2 and β2 as per (R3). For any ` P N`, considering m large enough such that
log2pη˜amq ą `,
P
ˆ
am sup
tPT
dM prνbptq, pνmptqqβ2{2 ą 2`˙
ď P
ˆ
sup
tPT
dM prνbptq, pνmptqq ą η{2˙` P pBcR,mq
`
ÿ
ką`
2kďη˜am
P
ˆ"
2k´1 ď am sup
tPT
dM prνbptq, pνmptqqβ2{2 ă 2k*XBR,m˙ .
(B.7)
Note that (B.5) implies limRÑ8 lim supmÑ8 P pBcR,mq “ 0. Regarding the first term on the right
hand side of (B.7), we will next show that
sup
tPT
dM prνbptq, pνmptqq “ oP p1q. (B.8)
Given any t P T , dMprνbptq, pνmptqq “ oP p1q follows from similar arguments to the proof of
Lemma 2 in Section S.3 of the Supplementary Material of Petersen and Müller (2019). By Theo-
rems 1.5.4, 1.5.7 and 1.3.6 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) and the total boundedness of T , it
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suffices to show that for any  ą 0, as δ Ñ 0,
lim sup
mÑ8
P
˜
sup
s,tPT , |s´t|ăδ
|dM prνbpsq, pνmpsqq ´ dM prνbptq, pνmptqq| ą 2
¸
Ñ 0.
In conjunction with (R1) and the fact that |dMprνbpsq, pνmpsqq´dMprνbptq, pνmptqq| ď dMprνbpsq, rνbptqq`
dMppνmpsq, pνmptqq, it suffices to show that
lim sup
bÑ0
sup
s,tPT , |s´t|ăδ
sup
zPM
ˇˇˇrLbpz, sq ´ rLbpz, tqˇˇˇÑ 0, as δ Ñ 0, (B.9)
and that for any  ą 0,
lim sup
mÑ8
P
˜
sup
s,tPT , |s´t|ăδ
sup
zPM
ˇˇˇpLmpz, sq ´ pLmpz, tqˇˇˇ ą ¸Ñ 0, as δ Ñ 0. (B.10)
Noting that by (K0) and (R0), ErwpU, t, bqs “ 1 and ErwpU, t, bqpU ´ tqs “ 0,
rLbpz, tq “ E rwpU, t, bqLpz, Uqs
“ E
„
wpU, t, bq
ˆ
Lpz, tq ` pU ´ tqBLBt pz, tq
˙
` E
„
wpU, t, bq
ˆ
Lpz, Uq ´ Lpz, tq ´ pU ´ tqBLBt pz, tq
˙
“ Lpz, tq ` E
„
wpU, t, bq
ˆ
Lpz, Uq ´ Lpz, tq ´ pU ´ tqBLBt pz, tq
˙
.
(B.11)
Defining a function φ : Mˆ T Ñ R as
φpz, tq “ B
2L
Bt2 pz, tq, z PM, t P T , (B.12)
it follows from (B.11), (K0), and (R0) that
sup
zPM, tPT
ˇˇˇrLbpz, tq ´ Lpz, tqˇˇˇ ď 1
2
b2 sup
tPT
E
«
|wpU, t, bq|
ˆ
U ´ t
b
˙2ff
sup
tPT , zPM
|φpz, tq|.
Note that suptPT Er|wpU, t, bq|pU ´ tq2b´2s “ Op1q. Furthermore, using similar arguments to the
proof of Theorem 3 of Petersen and Müller (2019), we obtain
Lpz, tq “
ż
d2Mpz1, zqdFV |U pt, z1q “
ż
d2Mpz1, zq
fU |V pt, z1q
fU ptq dFV pz
1q, (B.13)
where FV and FV |U are the marginal and conditional distribution of V , the latter given U . In
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conjunction with (K0), (R0), and the dominated convergence theorem, (B.13) implies
φpz, tq “
ż
d2Mpz1, zq B
2
Bt2
„
fU |V pt, z1q
fU ptq

dFV pz1q, (B.14)
whence by (R0) and the boundedness ofM, we obtain supzPM, tPT |φpz, tq| ă 8. Thus,
sup
zPM, tPT
ˇˇˇrLbpz, tq ´ Lpz, tqˇˇˇ “ Opb2q, as bÑ 0. (B.15)
Moreover, by (B.13) and (R0),
sup
s,tPT , |s´t|ăδ
sup
zPM
ˇˇˇrLbpz, sq ´ rLbpz, tqˇˇˇ
ď sup
s,tPT , |s´t|ăδ
sup
zPM
|Lpz, sq ´ Lpz, tq| ` 2 sup
zPM, tPT
ˇˇˇrLbpz, tq ´ Lpz, tqˇˇˇ
“ Opδq `Opb2q,
(B.16)
whence (B.9) follows. For (B.10), let ψ : MÑ R be a function defined as
ψpzq :“ sup
tPT
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇm´1 mÿ
j“1
“
wpUj , t, bqd2MpVj , zq
‰´ E “wpU, t, bqd2MpV, zq‰
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Then
sup
zPM
ˇˇˇpLmpz, sq ´ pLmpz, tqˇˇˇ ď 2diampMq2 sup
tPT
m´1
mÿ
j“1
| pwpUj , t, bq ´ wpUj , t, bq|
` sup
zPM
ˇˇˇrLbpz, sq ´ rLbpz, tqˇˇˇ` 2 sup
zPM
ψpzq.
(B.17)
Regarding ψpzq, since
m´1
mÿ
j“1
“
wpUj , t, bqd2MpVj , zq
‰´ E “wpU, t, bqd2MpV, zq‰
“ ρ2,bptq
σ2b ptq
#
m´1
mÿ
j“1
“
KbpUj ´ tqd2MpVj , zq
‰´ E “KbpU ´ tqd2MpV, zq‰
+
´bρ1,bptq
σ2b ptq
#
m´1
mÿ
j“1
„
KbpUj ´ tq
ˆ
Uj ´ t
b
˙
d2MpVj , zq

´ E
„
KbpU ´ tq
ˆ
U ´ t
b
˙
d2MpV, zq
*
,
under (K0) and (R0), it follows from similar arguments to the proof of Proposition 4 of Mack and
Silverman (1982) with kernels Klpxq “ Kpxqxl, for l “ 0, 1, that ψpzq “ oP p1q, for any given z PM.
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Furthermore, noting that
sup
tPT
m´1
mÿ
j“1
|wpUj , t, bq| ď sup
tPT
|pρ0,mptq| sup
tPT
ˇˇˇˇ
ρ2,bptq
σ2b ptq
ˇˇˇˇ
` sup
tPT
|pρ`1,mptq| sup
tPT
ˇˇˇˇ
ρ1,bptq
σ2b ptq
ˇˇˇˇ
,
sup
tPT
E |wpU, t, bq| ď sup
tPT
ρ0,bptqρ2,bptq
σ2b ptq
` sup
tPT
ρ`1,bptq|ρ1,bptq|
σ2b ptq
,
by (B.1) and (B.4),
sup
tPT
m´1
mÿ
j“1
|wpUj , t, bq| “ Op1q `OP pϑmq, sup
tPT
E |wpU, t, bq| “ Op1q,
and hence for any z1, z2 PM,
|ψpz1q ´ ψpz2q| ď 2diampMqdMpz1, z2q
˜
sup
tPT
m´1
mÿ
j“1
|wpUj , t, bq| ` sup
tPT
E |wpU, t, bq|
¸
“ dMpz1, z2q rOp1q `OP pϑmqs .
In conjunction with the total boundedness of M, supzPM ψpzq “ oP p1q follows (Theorems 1.5.4,
1.5.7, and 1.3.6 of van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996). This implies (B.10) in conjunction with (B.17),
(B.5) and (B.16). Thus, (B.8) follows.
We move on to the third term on the right hand side of (B.7). For k P N`, define sets
Dk,t “ tz PM : 2k´1 ď amdMpz, rνbptqqβ2{2 ă 2ku. (B.18)
We note that under (R3),
lim inf
mÑ8 inftPT infzPDk,t
”rLbpz, tq ´ rLbprνbptq, tqı ě c222pk´1qa´2m .
Defining functions Jtp¨q “ pLmp¨, tq ´ rLbp¨, tq onM, applying Markov’s inequality, the third term on
the right hand side of (B.7) can be bounded (from above) by
ÿ
ką`
2kďη˜am
P
˜#
sup
tPT
sup
zPDk,t
|Jtpzq ´ Jtprνbptqq| ě c222pk´1qa´2m
+
XBR,m
¸
ď
ÿ
ką`
2kďη˜am
c´12 2
´2pk´1qa2mE
˜
I pBR,mq sup
tPT
sup
zPDk,t
|Jtpzq ´ Jtprνbptqq|
¸
,
(B.19)
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where I pEq is the indicator for an event E. For any z PM, defining
J
p1q
t pzq “ m´1
mÿ
j“1
r pwpUj , t, bq ´ wpUj , t, bqs d2MpVj , zq,
J
p2q
t pzq “ m´1
mÿ
j“1
“
wpUj , t, bqd2MpVj , zq
‰´ E “wpU, t, bqd2MpV, zq‰ , (B.20)
whence Jt “ J p1qt ` J p2qt .
For J p1qt , note thatˇˇˇ
J
p1q
t pzq ´ J p1qt prνbptqqˇˇˇ ď 2diampMqdMpz, rνbptqqm´1 mÿ
j“1
| pwpUj , t, bq ´ wpUj , t, bq|,
for all z PM and t P T , and hence given δ ą 0, it holds on BR,m that
sup
tPT
sup
dMpz,rνbptqqăδ
ˇˇˇ
J
p1q
t pzq ´ J p1qt prνbptqqˇˇˇ ď 2diampMqRδϑm. (B.21)
For J p2qt , given any z PM, t P T and δ ą 0, defining functions gt,z : T ˆMÑ R by
gt,zps, z1q “ wps, t, bq
“
d2Mpz1, zq ´ d2Mpz1, rνbptqq‰ , s P T , z1 PM,
and a function class
Gb,δ “ tgt,z : dMpz, rνbptqq ă δ, t P T u .
For any t1, t2 P T and zl P Bδprνbptlqq for l “ 1, 2,ˇˇ
gt1,z1ps, z1q ´ gt2,z2ps, z1q
ˇˇ
ď 2diampMq pdMpz1, z2q ` dMprνbpt1q, rνbpt2qqq sup
tPT
|wps, t, bq|
` 2diampMqδ sup
sPT
|wps, t1, bq ´ wps, t2, bq| .
By (B.9) and (R1),
lim sup
bÑ0
sup
s,tPT , |s´t|ăδ
dMprνbpsq, rνbptqq Ñ 0, as δ Ñ 0. (B.22)
For small |t1 ´ t2| such that dMprνbpt1q, rνbpt2qq ă r2, by (R3), it holds that as bÑ 0,
2c2dMprνbpt1q, rνbpt2qqβ2 ď 2 sup
zPM
ˇˇˇrLbpz, t1q ´ rLbpz, t2qˇˇˇ
ď 2diampMq2 sup
sPT
|wps, t1, bq ´ wps, t2, bq|.
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Noting that supsPT |wps, t1, bq ´ wps, t2, bq| “ |t1 ´ t2|Opb´2q by (K0) and (R0), there exists a
constant C ą 0 such that for small |t1 ´ t2|,ˇˇ
gt1,z1ps, z1q ´ gt2,z2ps, z1q
ˇˇ ď C rdMpz1, z2q ` dT pt1, t2qsDb,δpsq,
where dT : T ˆ T Ñ r0,`8q is a metric on T defined as
dT pt1, t2q “ max
!
b´2|t1 ´ t2|, pb´2|t1 ´ t2|q1{β2
)
, t1, t2 P T ,
which can be verified that is indeed a metric, and Db,δ : T ˆMÑ R is a function defined as
Db,δps, zq “ sup
tPT
|wps, t, bq| ` δ, s P T .
An envelope function Gb,δ : T ˆMÑ R for the function class Gb,δ is
Gb,δps, zq “ 2diampMqδ sup
tPT
|wps, t, bq|, s P T .
Denoting the joint distribution of pU, V q by F , the L2F norm }¨}F is given by }g}F “ rEpgpU, V q2qs1{2,
for any function g : T ˆM Ñ R. The envelope function entails }Gb,δ}F “ Opδb´1q, by (K0) and
(R0). Furthermore, by Theorem 2.7.11 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996), for  ą 0, the }Gb,δ}F
bracketing number of the function class Gb,δ can be bounded as
Nrs p}Gb,δ}F ,Gb,δ, } ¨ }F q
“ Nrs
ˆ
2
}Gb,δ}F
2}Db,δ}F }Db,δ}F ,Gb,δ, } ¨ }F
˙
ď N
ˆ
}Gb,δ}F
2}Db,δ}F , tpt, zq : z P Bδprνbptqq, t P T u, dT ˆM
˙
ď N
ˆ
}Gb,δ}F
4}Db,δ}F , T , dT
˙
¨ sup
tPT
N
ˆ
}Gb,δ}F
4}Db,δ}F , Bδprνbptqq, dM
˙
,
where dT ˆMppt1, z1q, pt2, z2qq “ dT pt1, t2q`dMpz1, z2q, for any t1, t2 P T and z1, z2 PM. Therefore,
Nrs p}Gb,δ}F ,Gb,δ, } ¨ }F q ď C1pδb2q´C0 sup
tPT
N pC2δ, Bδprνbptqq, dMq , (B.23)
where C0, C1, C2 ą 0 are constants only depending on β2, noting that }Gb,δ}F{}Db,δ}F „ δ. In
conjunction with (B.3) which will be shown later, for b sufficiently small, there exists a constant
C3 ą C2 such that Bδprνbptqq Ă BC3δpνptqq, for any δ ą 0 and t P T . Choose η in (B.7) such that
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(R2) holds for all r ď C3η. Observing thatż 1
0
sup
tPT
b
1` logN pC2δ, BC3δpνptqq, dMqd
“ C3
C2
ż C2{C3
0
sup
tPT
b
1` logN pC3δ,BC3δpνptqq, dMqd
ď C3
C2
ż 1
0
sup
tPT
b
1` logN pC3δ,BC3δpνptqq, dMqd,
(B.23) implies for any δ ď η,ż 1
0
b
1` logNrs p}Gb,δ}F ,Gb,δ, } ¨ }F qd
ď
ż 1
0
sup
tPT
a
1` logN pC2δ, Bδprνbptqq, dMqd` ż 1
0
a´C0 logpδb2q ` logC1d
“ O
ˆ
I `
ż 1
0
a´ logpδbq ´ log d˙ “ O ´a´ logpδbq¯ ,
with I being the integral in (R2). By Theorem 2.14.2 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996),
E
˜
sup
tPT
sup
dMpz,rνbptqqăδ
ˇˇˇ
J
p2q
t pzq ´ J p2qt prνbptqqˇˇˇ
¸
“ O
´
δb´1
a´ logpδbqm´1{2¯
“ O
´
δ2´υpmb2q´1{2 ` δpmb2q´1{2a´ log b¯ . (B.24)
Combining (B.21) and (B.24), it holds that
E
˜
I pBR,mq sup
tPT
sup
dMpz,rνbptqqăδ |Jtpzq ´ Jtprνbptqq|
¸
ď Cpmb2q´1{2
´
δ2´υ ` δa´ log b¯ , (B.25)
where C ą 0 is a constant depending on R and the entropy integral in (R2). Note that on Dk,t, it
holds that dMpz, rνbptqq ă p2ka´1m q2{β2 . Hence, (B.19) can be bounded by
C
ÿ
ką`
2kďη˜am
2´2pk´1qa2mpmb2q´1{2
”
p2ka´1m q2p2´υq{β2 ` p2ka´1m q2{β2
a´ log bı
ď 4Ca2pβ2´2`υq{β2m pmb2q´1{2
ÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ2´2`υq{β2
` 4Ca2pβ2´1q{β2m pmb2q´1{2
a´ log bÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ2´1q{β2 ,
which converges to 0 as `Ñ8, since β2, υ ą 1. Thus,
sup
tPT
dM prνbptq, pνmptqq “ OP ´a´2{β2m ¯ ,
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and (B.2) follows.
Next, we will show (B.3). By (B.15) and (R1), dMpνptq, rνbptqq “ op1q, as b Ñ 0, for any
t P T . By (16) and the compactness of T , the conditional Fréchet mean trajectory ν is dM-
continuous at any t P T and hence uniformly dM-continuous on T . In conjunction with (B.22),
suptPT dMpνptq, rνbptqq “ op1q follows. Let gz,t : T Ñ R be a function defined as gz,tpsq “ Lpz, sq ´
Lpνptq, sq, for s P T . For any δ ą 0, (B.11) and (B.14), in conjunction with (K0), (R0), and the
boundedness ofM,
sup
tPT
sup
dMpz,νptqqăδ
ˇˇˇ
prLb ´ Lqpz, tq ´ prLb ´ Lqpνptq, tqˇˇˇ
“ sup
tPT
sup
dMpz,νptqqăδ
ˇˇ
E
“
wpU, t, bq `gz,tpUq ´ gz,tptq ´ pU ´ tqg1z,tptq˘‰ˇˇ
ď 1
2
b2 sup
tPT
E
«
|wpU, t, bq|
ˆ
U ´ t
b
˙2ff
¨ sup
tPT
sup
dMpz,νptqqăδ
|φpz, tq ´ φpνptq, tq|
“ Opb2δq,
with φpz, tq defined as per (B.12). Set qb “ b´β1{pβ1´1q. Using similar arguments to the proof of
(B.2), there exists a constant C ą 0 such that for small b,
I
ˆ
qb sup
tPT
dM pνptq, rνbptqqβ1{2 ą 2`˙ ď C ÿ
ką`
b2p2kq´1b q2{β1
22pk´1qq´2b
“ 4C
ÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ1´1q{β1 ,
which converges to 0 as `Ñ8, and hence (B.3) follows.
Lastly, we note that for any γ P p0, 0.5q, if b „ m´γ , then
pmb2p´ log bq´1q´1{r2pβ2´1qs
pmb2q´1{r2pβ12´1qs „
plogmq1{r2pβ2´1qs
mp0.5´γqrpβ2´1q´1´pβ12´1q´1s
Ñ 0, as mÑ8.
With b „ m´pβ1´1q{p2β1`4β12´6q, it holds that b2{pβ1´1q „ pmb2q´1{r2pβ12´1qs „ m´1{pβ1`2β12´3q, whence
(19) follows, which completes the proof.
Corollary 1 follows from similar reasoning to Theorem 2, so we combine the proof for these two.
Proof of Theorem 2 & Corollary 1. Given any fixed ε ą 0 and ε1 P p0, 1q, define γ “ ε1β2{r4pβ2 ´
1` ε{2qs, and
ami “ min
!
pmib2i qβ2{r4pβ2´1`ε{2qs, rmib2i p´ log biq´1sβ2{r4pβ2´1qs
)
. (B.26)
We will show that for the bias part,
sup
1ďiďn
sup
ω1PΩ1
sup
tPT
dM
´
Yω1ptq, rYω1,biptq¯ “ Oˆ sup
1ďiďn
b
2{pβ1´1q
i
˙
“ O
´
b2{pβ1´1q
¯
, (B.27)
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and for the stochastic part,
lim sup
miÑ8
sup
ω1PΩ1
PΩ2
ˆ
ami sup
tPT
dM
´rYω1,biptq, pYω1,miptq¯β2{2 ą C˙Ñ 0, as C Ñ8, (B.28)
lim sup
nÑ8
nÿ
i“1
sup
ω1PΩ1
PΩ2
ˆ
amim
´γ
i sup
tPT
dM
´rYω1,biptq, pYω1,miptq¯β2{2 ą C˙Ñ 0, as C Ñ8. (B.29)
For each i “ 1, . . . , n, and t P T , define rYiptq : Ω1 ÑM as rYiptqpω1q “ rYω1,biptq. Observing that
sup
tPT
dM
´
Yiptq, rYiptq¯ ď sup
ω1PΩ1
sup
tPT
dM
´
Yω1ptq, rYω1,biptq¯ ,
lim sup
miÑ8
P
ˆ
sup
tPT
dM
´rYiptq, pYiptq¯ ą Ca´2{β2mi ˙
ď lim sup
miÑ8
sup
ω1PΩ1
PΩ2
ˆ
ami sup
tPT
dM
´rYω1,biptq, pYω1,miptq¯β2{2 ą C˙ ,
(20) follows if bi „ m´pβ1´1q{p2β1`4β2´6`2εqi . Observing that
n´1
nÿ
i“1
sup
tPT
dM
´
Yiptq, rYiptq¯α ď „ sup
1ďiďn
sup
ω1PΩ1
sup
tPT
dM
´
Yω1ptq, rYω1,biptq¯α ,
lim sup
nÑ8
P
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
sup
tPT
dM
´rYiptq, pYiptq¯α ą C sup
1ďiďn
pamim´γi q´2α{β2
¸
ď lim sup
nÑ8
nÿ
i“1
P
ˆ
sup
tPT
dM
´rYiptq, pYiptq¯ ą Cpamim´γi q´2{β2˙
ď lim sup
nÑ8
nÿ
i“1
sup
ω1PΩ1
PΩ2
ˆ
amim
´γ
i sup
tPT
dM
´rYω1,biptq, pYω1,miptq¯β2{2 ą C˙ ,
(24) follows if bi „ m´p1´ε1qpβ1´1q{p2β1`4β2´6`2εqi .
For (B.27), we note that for any given ω1 P Ω1, and t P T , dMpYω1ptq, rYω1,bptqq “ op1q, as bÑ 0,
by Theorem 1. To show sup1ďiďn supω1PΩ1, tPT dMpYω1ptq, rYω1,biptqq “ op1q, by the Cauchy criterion
for uniform convergence, it suffices to show
sup
ω1PΩ1, tPT
ˇˇˇˇ
sup
1ďiďn
dM
´
Yω1ptq, rYω1,biptq¯´ sup
1ďi1ďn1
dM
´
Yω1ptq, rYω1,bi1 ptq¯ˇˇˇˇÑ 0, (B.30)
as n, n1 Ñ8. We note that by (K0), (U0), and (W5),
sup
1ďiďn
sup
tPT
EΩ2
“|vpT, t, biq|pT ´ tq2b´2i ‰ “ Op1q, as nÑ8, (B.31)
and that supω1PΩ1, tPT , zPM
ˇˇpB2Mω1{Bt2qpz, tqˇˇ ă 8, by (B.14), (U0) and the boundedness of M,
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whence we obtain
sup
1ďiďn
sup
ω1PΩ1, tPT
zPM
ˇˇˇĂMω1,bipz, tq ´Mω1pz, tqˇˇˇ
ď 1
2
sup
1ďiďn
b2i sup
1ďiďn
sup
tPT
EΩ2
«
|vpT, t, biq|
ˆ
T ´ t
bi
˙2ff
sup
ω1PΩ1, tPT
zPM
ˇˇˇˇB2Mω1
Bt2 pz, tq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ O `bpnq2˘ .
Hence,
sup
1ďiďn, 1ďi1ďn1
sup
ω1PΩ1, tPT
zPM
ˇˇˇĂMω1,bipz, tq ´ ĂMω1,bi1 pz, tqˇˇˇ
ď sup
1ďiďn
sup
ω1PΩ1, tPT
zPM
ˇˇˇĂMω1,bipz, tq ´Mω1pz, tqˇˇˇ` sup
1ďi1ďn1
sup
ω1PΩ1, tPT
zPM
ˇˇˇĂMω1,bi1 pz, tq ´Mω1pz, tqˇˇˇ
“ O `bpnq2˘`O `bpn1q2˘ ,
as n, n1 Ñ8. Observing that
sup
ω1PΩ1, tPT
ˇˇˇˇ
sup
1ďiďn
dM
´
Yω1ptq, rYω1,biptq¯´ sup
1ďi1ďn1
dM
´
Yω1ptq, rYω1,bi1 ptq¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď sup
ω1PΩ1, tPT
sup
1ďiďn, 1ďi1ďn1
ˇˇˇ
dM
´
Yω1ptq, rYω1,biptq¯´ dM ´Yω1ptq, rYω1,bi1 ptq¯ˇˇˇ
ď sup
ω1PΩ1, tPT
sup
1ďiďn, 1ďi1ďn1
dM
´rYω1,biptq, rYω1,bi1 ptq¯ ,
(B.30) follows in conjunction with (U1).
Furthermore, by (B.31) and (B.14), there exists a constant C ą 0 such that for n large enough,
for all i “ 1, . . . , n,
sup
ω1PΩ1, tPT
sup
dMpz,Yω1 ptqqăδ
ˇˇˇ
pĂMω1,bi ´Mω1qpz, tq ´ pĂMω1,bi ´Mω1qpYω1ptq, tqˇˇˇ
ď 1
2
b2i sup
tPT
EΩ2
«
|vpT, t, biq|
ˆ
T ´ t
bi
˙2ff
¨ sup
ω1PΩ1, tPT
sup
dMpz,Yω1 ptqqăδ
|φω1pz, tq ´ φω1pYω1ptq, tq|
ď Cb2i δ,
where φω1pz, tq is as per (B.12). Using similar arguments to the proof of (B.3), with qbi “ b´β1{pβ1´1qi ,
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there exists a constant C ą 0 such that for large n,
I
ˆ
sup
1ďiďn
sup
ω1PΩ1
sup
tPT
dM
´
Yω1ptq, rYω1,biptq¯β1{2 ą 2` sup
1ďiďn
q´1bi
˙
ď sup
1ďiďn
I
ˆ
sup
ω1PΩ1
sup
tPT
dM
´
Yω1ptq, rYω1,biptq¯β1{2 ą 2` sup
1ďiďn
q´1bi
˙
ď sup
1ďiďn
I
ˆ
qbi sup
ω1PΩ1
sup
tPT
dM
´
Yω1ptq, rYω1,biptq¯β1{2 ą 2`˙
ď sup
1ďiďn
C
ÿ
ką`
b2i p2kq´1bi q2{β1
22pk´1qq´2bi
“ 4C
ÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ1´1q{β1 ,
which converges to zero as `Ñ8, whence (B.27) follows.
Next, we will show (B.28). Let η be the minimum integer not less than log2pamidiampMqβ2{2`1q,
and define sets BR,mi as per (B.6) with m replaced by mi. For any ` P N`, considering mi large
enough such that η ą `,
sup
ω1PΩ1
PΩ2
ˆ
ami sup
tPT
dM
´rYω1,biptq, pYω1,miptq¯β2{2 ą 2`˙ ď PΩ2pBcR,miq
`
ÿ
`ăkďη
sup
ω1PΩ1
PΩ2
ˆ"
2k´1 ď ami sup
tPT
dM
´rYω1,biptq, pYω1,miptq¯β2{2 ă 2k*XBR,mi˙ . (B.32)
Under (K0) and (U0), it follows from similar arguments to the proof of Theorem B of Silverman
(1978) that there exists R ą 0 with PΩ2pBcR,miq “ 0, formi large enough. Regarding the convergence
of the second term on the right hand side of (B.32), using similar arguments to the proof of (B.2),
it holds for J p2qt,ω1pzq “ m´1i
řmi
j“1rvpTj , t, biqd2MpZω1j , zqs ´ EΩ2rvpT, t, biqd2MpZω1 , zqs that
E
¨˝
sup
tPT
sup
dMpz,rYω1,bi ptqqăδ
ˇˇˇ
J
p2q
t,ω1
pzq ´ J p2qt,ω1prYω1,biptqqˇˇˇ‚˛“ O ´δ2´υpmib2i q´1{2 ` δpmib2i q´1{2a´ log bi¯ ,
where the O term is uniform over ω1 P Ω1, by (B.27), (U1) and Theorem 2.14.2 of van der Vaart
and Wellner (1996). Under (K0) and (U0)–(U3), the second term on the right hand side of (B.32)
can be bounded by
C
ÿ
`ăkďη
2´2pk´1qa2mipmib2i q´1{2
”
p2ka´1miq2p1´ε{2q{β2 ` p2ka´1miq2{β2
a´ log biı
ď 4Ca2pβ2´1`ε{2q{β2mi pmib2i q´1{2
ÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ2´1`ε{2q{β2
` 4Ca2pβ2´1q{β2mi pmib2i q´1{2
a´ log bi ÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ2´1q{β2
ď 4C
ÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ2´1`ε{2q{β2 ` 4C
ÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ2´1q{β2 ,
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which converges to zero as ` Ñ 8, whence (B.28) follows. Furthermore, by (W5), replacing ami
with amim
´γ
i in the proof of (B.28) yields
lim sup
nÑ8
nÿ
i“1
sup
ω1PΩ1
PΩ2
ˆ
amim
´γ
i sup
tPT
dM
´rYω1,biptq, pYω1,miptq¯β2{2 ą 2`˙
ď 4C
ÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ2´1`ε{2q{β2 lim sup
nÑ8
nÿ
i“1
m
´2γpβ2´1`ε{2q{β2
i
` 4C
ÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ2´1q{β2 lim sup
nÑ8
nÿ
i“1
m
´2γpβ2´1q{β2
i
ď 4C
ÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ2´1`ε{2q{β2 lim sup
nÑ8
nm´2γpβ2´1`ε{2q{β2
` 4C
ÿ
ką`
2´2kpβ2´1q{β2 lim sup
nÑ8
nm´2γpβ2´1q{β2 ,
which converges to zero as `Ñ8.
Next, we present two auxiliary results (Lemmas B1 and B2), where Lemma B1 will be needed
in the proof of Lemma B2, and Lemma B2 shows that the coefficient vector θgi1i is the unique
minimizer of Cµ given in (21) under certain constraints, which will be used to derive the rate of
convergence for the M-estimator pθgi1i of the coefficient vector.
Lemma B1. For any g, g˚ PW such that dMpµpgptqq, µpg˚ptqqq “ 0, for all t P T , where µ satisfies
(W2)–(W3), it holds that
gptq “ g˚ptq, for all t P T .
Proof. Suppose there exists x0 P p0, τq such that gpx0q ‰ g˚px0q. Without loss of generality, we
assume gpx0q ă g˚px0q. Let t0 “ gpx0q. We define a sequence ttku8k“1 iteratively by
tk “ g˚pg´1ptk´1qq, for k “ 1, 2, . . . (B.33)
Then it can be shown by induction that ttku8k“1 is a strictly increasing sequence, whence there
exists t˚ P T such that tk Ò t˚ as k Ñ 8, since ttku8k“1 Ă T “ r0, τ s. Due to the continuity of g
and g˚, taking k Ñ 8 on both sides of (B.33) provides t˚ “ g˚pg´1pt˚qq. Let x˚ “ g´1pt˚q, then
t˚ “ gpx˚q “ g˚px˚q. Furthermore, for all k “ 1, 2, . . . ,
dM pµptkq, µptk´1qq “ dM
`
µpg˚pg´1ptk´1qqq, µpgpg´1ptk´1qq
˘ “ 0, (B.34)
since dMpµpgptqq, µpg˚ptqqq “ 0, for all t P T . By (W3), there exists s0 P pt0, t1q such that
dM pµps0q, µpt0qq “ dM pµps0q, µpt1qq ą 0. (B.35)
Similarly, we can iteratively define another sequence sk “ g˚pg´1psk´1qq, for k “ 1, 2, . . . , for which
it also holds that sk Ò t˚ as k Ñ 8 and dMpµpskq, µpsk´1qq “ 0, for all k “ 1, 2, . . . By (B.34),
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dMpµpt0q, µpt˚qq “ dMpµptkq, µpt˚qq for all k “ 1, 2, . . . Taking k Ñ 8 yields dMpµpt0q, µpt˚qq “
limkÑ8 dMpµptkq, µpt˚qq “ 0, by (W2). Similarly, it can be verified that dMpµps0q, µpt˚qq “ 0,
whence we obtain dMpµps0q, µpt0qq “ 0, which contradicts (B.35).
Lemma B2. Suppose (W2)–(W4) hold. For any i, i1 “ 1, . . . , n such that i ‰ i1, the coefficient vec-
tor θgi1i corresponding to the pairwise warping function gi1i is the unique minimizer of the following
constrained optimization problem
min
θPRp`1
Cµpθ;hi1 , hiq,
subject to I0pθq “ θp`1 ´ τ “ 0, Ikpθq “ θk´1 ´ θk ` ξ ď 0, k “ 1, 2, . . . , p` 1,
(B.36)
where Cµ is as per (21), θ “ pθ1, . . . , θp`1qJ P Rp`1, θ0 “ 0, and ξ P p0, cC´1τ{pp`1qq is a constant
with c and C as per (W4).
Proof. Considering the fact that Cµpθ;hi1 , hiq ě 0, for all θ P Rp`1, and that Cµpθgi1i ;hi, hi1q “ 0,
since h´1i1 pθJgi1iAptqqq “ h´1i1 phi1ph´1i ptqqq “ h´1i ptq, θgi1i is a constrained minimizer of the optimiza-
tion problem in (B.36) in conjunction with (W4); it suffices to show the uniqueness. Suppose θ˚
is a constrained minimizer of Cµp¨;hi1 , hiq. The Lagrangian function corresponding to (B.36) is
Lµpθ;hi1 , hiq “ Cµpθ;hi1 , hiq `řp`1k“0 ζkIkpθq, where ζ0 P R, and ζk ě 0 for k “ 1, . . . , p` 1. By the
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker condition (Karush, 1939; Kuhn and Tucker, 1951), there exist ζk˚ ě 0, k “
0, 1, . . . , p`1, such that ∇Cµpθ˚;hi1 , hiq`řp`1k“0 ζk˚∇Ikpθ˚q “ 0 and ζk˚ Ikpθ˚q “ 0 for k “ 1, . . . , p`1.
By (W4), it holds that ∇Cµpθ˚;hi1 , hiq “ 0, which, in conjunction with (W3) and (W4), implies
dM
´
µph´1i1 rθJ˚Aptqsq, µph´1i ptqq
¯
“ 0,
for almost everywhere t P T and hence for all t P T by (W2) and the continuity of hi and hi1 .
Applying Lemma B1 yields
h´1i1 rθJ˚Aptqs “ h´1i ptq, for all t P T ,
and hence
θJ˚Aptq “ hi1 ˝ h´1i ptq “ θJgi1iAptq, for all t P T .
For any k “ 0, 1, . . . , p and t P rtk, tk`1q,
θJ˚Aptq “ pθ˚qk`1 t´ tk
tk`1 ´ tk ´ pθ˚qk
t´ tk`1
tk`1 ´ tk ,
θJgi1iAptq “ pθgi1iqk`1
t´ tk
tk`1 ´ tk ´ pθgi1iqk
t´ tk`1
tk`1 ´ tk .
If there exists k0 P t0, 1, . . . , pu such that pθgi1iqk0 ‰ pθ˚qk0 , then pθgi1iqk ‰ pθ˚qk, for all k “
k0, . . . , p` 1, which is contradictory to pθgi1iqp`1 “ pθ˚qp`1 “ τ . Thus, θ˚ “ θgi1i .
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Proof of Theorem 3. For any i, i1 “ 1, . . . , n such that i ‰ i1, a Taylor expansion yields
Cµpθ;hi1 , hiq ´ Cµpθgi1i ;hi1 , hiq
“ 1
2
pθ ´ θgi1iqJ
B2Cµ
BθBθJ pθgi1i ;hi1 , hiqpθ ´ θgi1iq ` o
`}θ ´ θgi1i}2˘
“ 1
2
ż
T
«B2d2µ
Bs2 ps, h
´1
i ptqq
1
h1i1psq2
ff
s“h´1
i1 pθJgi1iAptqq
“pθ ´ θgi1iqJAptq‰2 dt` o `}θ ´ θgi1i}2˘
ě 1
2
C´2
«
inf
s“tPT
B2d2µ
Bs2 ps, tq
ffż
T
“pθ ´ θgi1iqJAptq‰2 dt` o `}θ ´ θgi1i}2˘ ,
as }θ´θgi1i} Ñ 0, where C is as per (W4), and infs“tPT pB2dµ{Bs2qps, tq “ infs“tPT 2rpBdµ{Bsqps, tqs2 ą
0 by (W3). Noting that
ş
T AptqAptqJdt is positive definite, there exist δ0 ą 0 such that
Cµpθ;hi1 , hiq ´ Cµpθgi1i ;hi1 , hiq ě
1
4
C´2
«
inf
s“tPT
B2d2µ
Bs2 ps, tq
ff
λAmin}θ ´ θgi1i}2, for all θ P Bδ0pθgi1iq,
where λAmin ą 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of
ş
T AptqAptqJdt, and Bδpθgi1iq is a ball of radius δ
centered at θgi1i . Furthermore, by Lemma B2 and the compactness of the feasible region Θξ :“ tθ P
Rp`1 : θk ´ θk´1 ě ξ, k “ 1, . . . , p ` 1, θp`1 “ τu Ă Θ of the optimization problem in (B.36), it
holds for any δ ą 0 that
inf
ΘξXBδpθgi1i qc
Cµpθ;hi1 , hiq ´ Cµpθgi1i ;hi1 , hiq ą 0.
Observing that }θ ´ θgi1i}2 ď pτ2, let
C0 “ min
#
1
4
C´2 inf
s“tPT
B2d2µ
Bs2 ps, tqλ
A
min, ppτ2q´1 inf
ΘξXBδ0 pθgi1i qc
“
Cµpθ;hi1 , hiq ´ Cµpθgi1i ;hi1 , hiq
‰+
,
where we note that C0 ą 0 and
Cµpθ;hi1 , hiq ´ Cµpθgi1i ;hi1 , hiq ě C0}θ ´ θgi1i}2, for all θ P Θξ.
By (12), pθgi1i minimizes CpY ,λpθ; pYi1 , pYiq subject to the constraint θ P Θξ for some ξ P p0, cC´1τ{pp`
1qq, whence we obtain
}pθgi1i ´ θgi1i}
ď C´1{20
”
Cµppθgi1i ;hi1 , hiq ´ Cµpθgi1i ;hi1 , hiq ` CpY ,λpθgi1i ; pYi1 , pYiq ´ CpY ,λppθgi1i ; pYi1 , pYiqı1{2
ď ?2C´1{20 sup
θPΘ
ˇˇˇ
CpY ,λpθ; pYi1 , pYiq ´ Cµpθ;hi1 , hiqˇˇˇ1{2 .
(B.37)
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Furthermore, noting thatˇˇˇ
CpY ,λpθ; pYi1 , pYiq ´ Cµpθ;hi1 , hiqˇˇˇ
ď
ż
T
ˇˇˇ
d2M
´pYiptq, pYi1pθJAptqq¯´ d2M `µph´1i ptqq, µph´1i1 rθJAptqsq˘ˇˇˇ dt` λ żT `θJAptq ´ t˘2 dt
ď 2diampMq
ż
T
ˇˇˇ
dM
´pYiptq, pYi1pθJAptqq¯´ dM `Yiptq, Yi1pθJAptqq˘ˇˇˇ dt` τ3
3
λ
ď 2diampMq
ż
T
”
dM
´pYiptq, Yiptq¯` dM ´pYi1pθJAptqq, Yi1pθJAptqq¯ıdt` τ3
3
λ,
(B.37) can then be bounded as
}pθgi1i ´ θgi1i}
ď
ˆ
4diampMqτ
C0
˙1{2 „
sup
tPT
dM
´pYiptq, Yiptq¯1{2 ` sup
tPT
dM
´pYi1ptq, Yi1ptq¯1{2` ˆ 2τ3
3C0
˙1{2
λ1{2,
whence (22) follows by Theorem 2, and hence (23) follows by observing that
sup
tPT
|pgi1iptq ´ gi1iptq| “ sup
tPT
|ppθgi1i ´ θgi1iqJAptq| ď }pθgi1i ´ θgi1i},
since suptPT |Akptq| ď 1, for all k “ 1, . . . , p` 1.
Proof of Corollary 2. By (14) and Theorem 3,
sup
tPT
ˇˇˇph´1i ptq ´ h´1i ptqˇˇˇ ď 1n
nÿ
i1“1
sup
tPT
|pgi1iptq ´ gi1iptq| ` sup
tPT
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1n
nÿ
i1“1
gi1iptq ´ h´1i ptq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
By Theorem 2.7.5 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996),
sup
tPT
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1n
nÿ
i1“1
gi1iptq ´ h´1i ptq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ suptPT
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1n
nÿ
i1“1
hi1ptq ´ t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ suptPT
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1n
nÿ
i1“1
hi1ptq ´ Ephi1ptqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ OP ´n´1{2¯ .
Observing that
1
n
nÿ
i1“1
sup
tPT
|pgi1iptq ´ gi1iptq| ď 1
n
nÿ
i1“1
}pθgi1i ´ θgi1i}
ď const.
«
sup
tPT
dM
´pYiptq, Yiptq¯1{2 ` n´1 nÿ
i1“1
sup
tPT
dM
´pYi1ptq, Yi1ptq¯1{2 ` λ1{2
ff
,
it follows from Corollary 1 that
sup
tPT
ˇˇˇph´1i ptq ´ h´1i ptqˇˇˇ “ O ´λ1{2¯`OP ´m´p1´ε1q{r2pβ1`2β2´3`εqs¯`OP ´n´1{2¯ .
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By (W4),
sup
tPT
ˇˇˇphiptq ´ hiptqˇˇˇ “ sup
tPT
ˇˇˇphipph´1i ptqq ´ hipph´1i ptqqˇˇˇ “ sup
tPT
ˇˇˇ
t´ hipph´1i ptqqˇˇˇ
ď C sup
tPT
ˇˇˇ
h´1i ptq ´ h´1i phipph´1i ptqqqˇˇˇ “ C sup
tPT
ˇˇˇ
h´1i ptq ´ ph´1i ptqˇˇˇ ,
whence (25) follows. Furthermore, observing that
dM
´pYipphiptqq, Yiphiptqq¯ ď dM ´pYipphiptqq, Yipphiptqq¯` dM ´µph´1i pphiptqqq, µptq¯
ď sup
tPT
dM
´pYiptq, Yiptq¯` Cµ sup
tPT
ˇˇˇ
h´1i pphiptqq ´ tˇˇˇ
“ sup
tPT
dM
´pYiptq, Yiptq¯` Cµ sup
tPT
ˇˇˇ
h´1i ptq ´ ph´1i ptqˇˇˇ ,
(26) also follows, which completes the proof.
Appendix C: Basics of Riemannian Geometry
Here, we give a brief review of the basics of Riemannian geometry; we refer to, for instance, Petersen
(2006) for further details. LetM be a smooth manifold of dimension r, and let TzM be the tangent
space at z PM . The tangent bundle is TM “ ŤzPM tpz, υq : υ P TzM u. A vector field on M is
a map U : M Ñ TM such that PM ˝ U is the identity map on M , where PM : TM Ñ M is
a projection; Upzq “ pz, Uzq, where Uz P TzM . A Riemanian metric g on M is a family of inner
products gz : TzM ˆ TzM Ñ R, which varies smoothly with z PM , i.e., for any smooth vector
fields U and V on M , gpU, V q : M Ñ R defined as z ÞÑ gzpUz, Vzq is a smooth function. Then
pM , gq is a Riemannian manifold.
Given an open set E Ă M , a local coordinate system on E, px1, . . . , xrq : E Ñ Rr, is a
vector of r real-valued functions, which determines a basis of the tangent space TzM , t BBxj urj“1,
for any z P E. For any continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable curve γ : ra, bs ÑM ,
the velocity field of γ is defined as 9γptq “ řrj“1 BxjBt BBxj , and the arc length of γ is defined as
Lpγq “ şba gγptqp 9γptq, 9γptqq1{2dt. The geodesic distance between any z1, z2 P M , dgpz1, z2q, is the
infimum arc length of continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable curves joining z1 and z2.
Denoting the set of such curves by Γz1,z2 , dgpz1, z2q “ inftLpγq : γ P Γz1,z2u. A geodesic is a locally
distance minimizing curve on M , parameterized proportionally to arc length. Specifically, a curve
γ : r0, 1s ÑM is a geodesic if and only if ∇ 9γ 9γ “ 0. Here, ∇ denotes an affine connection on M ,
which is a bilinear map mapping a pair of smooth vector fields pU, V q to another smooth vector
field ∇UV , such that ∇fUV “ f∇UV , and ∇UfV “ dfpUqV ` f∇UV , for all smooth function
f : M Ñ R. In addition, γ is said to be a minimizing geodesic if Lpγq “ inftLpcq : c P Γz1,z2u.
The exponential map at z P M is Expz : TzM Ñ M is defined as Expzpυq “ γυp1q, for
υ P TzM , and γυ is the unique geodesic starting from γυp0q “ z, and with initial velocity 9γυp0q “ υ.
The Hopf–Rinow theorem asserts that if pM , dgq is a complete metric space, Expz can be defined on
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the entire tangent space TzM . As the exponential map Expz might not be injective, the cut locus
of z is defined as the set of all vectors υ P TzM such that γptq “ Expzptυq is a minimizing geodesic
for t P r0, 1s but fails to be minimizing for t “ 1`  for any  ą 0. Restricting to TzM zCutpzq, the
inverse of Expz exists, and is called the logarithm map, Logz : M Ñ TzM zCutpzq. The radius of
injectivity ρz at z P M is the infimum distance from the origin of TzM to the cut locus Cutpzq.
The exponential map Expz restricted to the open ball B0pρzq Ă TzM is a diffeomorphism.
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